Los Angeles
DATA CENTER CAMPUS

Accelerate IT Modernization and Gain Competitive Advantage with Global Connection

ACCESS ALL MAJOR PUBLIC CLOUD PROVIDERS THROUGH THE OPEN CLOUD EXCHANGE®

Global digitization is soaring. The demand for data centers in the second-largest metropolitan area in the U.S. is exploding. The CoreSite Los Angeles data center campus, a premiere option in connectivity and hyper-scalability, meets that demand. Our One Wilshire® (LA1), LA2 and LA3 facilities are home to one of the largest digital ecosystems in the world. A vast array of domestic and international carriers, enterprises, CSPs, media and entertainment firms, social networking sites and gaming companies are tenants in our Los Angeles campus.

Multiple subsea cables to Asia-Pacific at One Wilshire open a gateway to the global marketplace. Designed for high-density, high-scalability requirements and tethered via high-count dark fiber to One Wilshire, CoreSite’s LA2 data center offers a secure, flexible environment for holistic hybrid IT solutions. LA3 is the first ground-up development in downtown Los Angeles, purpose-built to support next-generation edge services and workloads.

HYBRID IT Deployed in Co-location Data Centers Enables Businesses To

- Meet Compliance Requirements
- Ensure Security and Business Continuity
- Gain Competitive Edge
- Reduce Total Cost of Ownership
- Monetize Business
- Interoperate to Quickly Scale
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LA1
750K+
Campus Square Feet

LA2
80+
Cloud Offerings

LA3
295+
Network Providers

LA1

LA2

LA3

295+
Network Providers

600+
Digital Community Ecosystem

Subsea Cable Connections
Southern Cross, FASTER, Unity, TATA TGN Pacific, SEA-US, PC-1, Jupiter

Native Cloud Onramps
Amazon, Microsoft, Google, IBM Cloud and Oracle FastConnect

Compliance
SOC 1 Type 2, SOC 2 Type 2, ISO 27001, NIST 800-53, PCI DSS and HIPAA

Business Assurance
100% Uptime SLA
CORESITE VALUE BY VERTICAL

ENTERPRISE
Future-proof your digital business
• Great versatility in regard to size, density and compliance certifications
• Inter-market data center connectivity and global gateway expands market reach
• 24x7x365 security, field operations, remote hands and service delivery platform to support all customers

WHY BUSINESSES CHOOSE CORESITE LA
The starting point for enterprise digital strategy
• Proximity to major population centers
• Instant transfer between vendor partners
• Access to native cloud onramps
• Streamline vendors through complete ecosystem
• Focus on growing revenue and innovation, rather than on IT infrastructure

MEDIA AND ENTERTAINMENT
Accelerate workflow and increase asset monetization
• Direct connectivity to 295+ networks ensures lowest possible latency, optimized user experience and cost control
• High scalability enables on-demand increase/decrease of bandwidth, storage and compute capacity
• Secure, rapid transfer of extremely heavy files to stakeholders and clouds

“The entertainment industry works with extremely large data sets. CoreSite provides the secure, reliable and highly scalable backbone that allows our tools to help them collaborate in real time and meet their intense deadlines.”

PATRICK SUMBY, VICE PRESIDENT, GLOBAL ENGINEERING, SOHONET

Find out more.
Click. Call. Write.

CoreSite.com | +1 866.777.CORE | Info@CoreSite.com